Boost your guided reading instruction with our new Lightbox Guided Reading Subscription.

This engaging collection of leveled fiction and nonfiction titles captivates the interest of young readers with its combination of text and curated digital features. It features everything you need for literacy learning. Titles leveled by Fountas and Pinnell offer a controlled sequence of challenges to help ensure student success.

**DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION**

Lightbox K–3 Guided Reading (200 Interactive Titles)

- **1-Year Subscription**
  - $499.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5937-0
- **3-Year Subscription**
  - $1,347.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5938-7

**NONFICTION FEATURES**

- **Contents** An interactive table of contents allows readers to easily access their desired spread.

- **Resources** By using the digital resources toolbar, readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.

- **Videos** Watch engaging videos that are both age- and grade-appropriate.

**ADDITIONAL FICTION FEATURES**

- **Read Audio Toggle Button** When users click on “Read,” the entire story is read to them, and pages are turned automatically.

- **Directional Toggle Buttons** This intuitive design allows the user to easily go back and forth between the pages.

- **Title Information** Users can click on the title information icon to get further details about a title.

- **Citation** The citation information can be shared with other teachers or exported to use at a later time.

**Enhanced Learning!** Digital features found throughout each book help readers explore key concepts in greater detail.

**Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial**

Every Lightbox guided reading title is independently assessed by Fountas and Pinnell. All Lightbox guided reading titles come with official levels independently assessed by MetaMetrics/Lexile.